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In this paper we examine Howe’s local theta correspondence [Hl] for a 
reductive dual pair (Z,(F), O(F)), where F is a nonarchimedean local field 
of odd residual characteristic and 0 is the orthogonal group of a quadratic 
form in one or two variables. In particular we determine if a representation 
of O(F) occurs in the theta correspondence and determine the corre- 
sponding representation if that representation is supercuspidal. 
The correspondences we study in this paper have been studied by 
numerous authors (see, for example, [C, G2, S, ST, Tl ] ). Thus the thrust 
of this paper is not the results obtained but rather the techniques used to 
obtain the results. The two principal techniques we use are the lattice 
model of the oscillator (Weil) representation and the parametrization of 
supercuspidal representations via induction from compact open subgroups. 
Since these two techniques were also the primary techniques employed in 
our paper “Supercuspidal duality for the two-fold cover of SL, and the 
split I!&” [M3], this paper can be viewed as a sequel to [M3]. In this 
paper, however, we significantly improve upon the workability of these 
techniques. In particular, we use the lattice model for lattices which are not 
self-dual in order to better deal with supercuspidal representations which 
are not monomial, and we make use of the substantial recent progress in 
parametrizing supercuspidal representations in order to make sense of 
some of the ad-hoc arguments of [M3]. It is a very reasonable assumption 
(buttressed by examples we intend to explain in a series of sequels to this 
paper) that these improvements will yield substantially more general 
results. 
The argument of this paper is as follows. We begin the first section by 
recalling some facts concerning hereditary orders in AF( I’) = End,( I’), 
where I’ is a finite dimensional vector space over F. We then assume V is 
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equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear form 
( , ) with isometry group G and show how to construct some represen- 
tations of subgroups P(d) = d” n G and U“(d) = (1 + B”)n G of G 
where n > 1 is integral and d is a hereditary order in AF( V) with radical 
9 which is stable under the involution of AF( V) defined by ( , ). This 
material is for the most part culled from [B, BF, KM, MS] and will be 
used in this paper and its sequels. Finally, we specialize to the case 
G % X,(F) and phrase our parametrizations [Ml, 21 of its supercuspidal 
dual and the supercuspidal dual of its nontrivial two-fold cover in this new 
language. The parametrizations are via induction from certain naturally 
defined open subgroups of the p(d). 
We begin the second section by recalling a portion of Howe’s theory of 
the local theta correspondence [Hl, MVW]. This may be summarized 
as follows. For i = 1, 2 let Vi be a finite dimensional vector space 
over F equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( , )i; assume that 
(3 >I is skew-symmetric while ( , )Z is symmetric. Then we may 
equip W = Hom( V, , V2) with the nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear 
form ( , ) defined by (w, w’) = tr(wE,(w’)), where 1 is the element 
of Hom,(Hom,( V,, V,), Hom,(V,, Vr)) defined by (TV,, o,),= 
(u~,A(T)u~)~ for all or in I’, and u2 in I’,. Let G,, Gz, and G be the 
isometry groups of ( , )r, ( , )2, and ( , ), respectively, and identify G, 
and G, with subgroups of G via their respective actions of premultiplica- 
tion by inverses and postmultiplication. Then (G, , G,) is called a reductive 
dual pair in G (the groups are each others commutants in G). Now suppose 
x is a (continuous) nontrivial additive character of F and let CO,” denote the 
smooth oscillator representation of G attached to 1, where G is the unique 
nontrivial two-fold cover of G. Then it was a conjecture of Howe (and still 
is in the case p = 2) that was recently verified by Waldspurger (using an 
idea of Howe and the lattice model) [Wa] that the restriction of CD,” to 
G, . c?~, where G, denotes the inverse image of Gi under the covering map, 
parametrizes a bijection between the representation occuring as quotients 
in the restrictions of CO,” to c, an G,. (We note that G, is the trivial two- 
fold cover of G2 for all V, and V, and G, is the trivial two-fold cover of 
G, if and only if V, is even dimensional.) In this paper we refer to this 
bijection as the theta correspondence. In the remaining two subsections of 
this section, we recall the lattice models of CO,“. In particular, if L is a 
lattice in W, let L* denote the lattice of w in W such that x( (w, I)) = 1 for 
all I in L. Now suppose L is a lattice in W which satisfies 
LcL*cP-‘L. 
where P= PF is the prime ideal of F. Then one attaches to L a realization 
of CO,” called a lattice model (with respect to L). This model affords a 
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particularly simply action for the stabilizer of L in G and thus, for 
appropriately chosen L, is ideal for study of the restriction to compact 
open subgroups of representations occurring in the theta correspondence. 
In the third section of this paper we consider the case dim,( V,) = 2 and 
dim,( V,) = 1. In this case, G, = { f 1 } and, as is well known, CD,” 
decomposes as the sum of two representations of G, z I?. The component 
corresponding to the trivial representation of G, is not supercuspidal while 
the other component is supercuspidal. We show that the supercuspidal 
component arises from inflating one of the two cuspidal representation of 
dimension (q - 1)/2 where q = IO/P] of SL,(O/P), where 0 = C& is the ring 
of integers in F to an appropiate U(XZ’) and then inducing. In particular, 
we determine which of the two cuspidal representations and which d. 
We do this by realizing ox in a lattice model with L* = P-'L and then 
calculating a Gauss sum. 
In the final section, we consider the case dim,( Vi) = dim,( V,) = 2. In 
this case, for supercuspidal representations to occur, the quadratic form 
attached to ( , )Z must be anisotropic and thus we may identify Vz with 
a quadratic extension E of F and ( , )2 with the form arising from the 
norm. G2 then becomes postmultiplication by the semidirect product of the 
group of elements of E of norm 1 and the Galois group of E/F. The 
irreducible representations of G, are then, for the most part, parametrized 
by characters of the norm one elements. All but one of these representation 
occurs in the theta correspondence and of the representations occurring 
only the trivial representation does not pair with a supercuspidal represen- 
tation. To determine the corresponding representations of Gi we use 
various lattice models. For example, we use self-dual lattices to detect 
monomial representations of Gi and we use non self-dual attices to detect 
nonmonomial representations. 
Before proceeding in detail, we would like to thank the Institute for 
Advanced Study at Princeton for their financial support and hospitality 
during the academic year 1988-1989. 
1. SOME ALGEBRA AND SOME REPRESENTATION THEORY 
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field of odd residual characteristic. In 
this section we translate our parametrizations [Ml, 21 of the irreducible 
supercuspidal representations of S&(F) and its two-fold cover into the 
more modern language of the papers [B, BF, KM, MS]. This language has 
the advantage that it works in a much broader context and, since we will 
need this in this paper and its sequels, we emphasize this throughout. Thus 
in the first two subsections we collect general background material from 
[B, BF, KM, MS]. Only in the third subsection do we specialise to SL,. 
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1.1. Hereditary Orders 
Let 0 = Co, be the rings of integers of F and let 0 = W, be a generator of 
the maximal ideal P = P, in 0. Let k = k, be the residue class field Co/P and 
let q = qF be the cardinality of k. Finally let v(x) = vF(x) denote the order 
of an element x in F and normalize the absolute value on F so that 
If5 = q-1. 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over F and set N= dim, T/. 
Recall that a lattice in V is an @submodule of V of rank N. Recall also 
that an order in A = AF( V) = End,(V) is a subring of A which is also a 
lattice in A. If d is an order in A, we let 9 = P’(d) denote the (Jacobson) 
radical of d and we recall that d is said to be hereditary if any d-lattice 
in any finitely generated A-module is d-projective. We now collect some 
facts concerning hereditary orders. For further details and a more general 
treatment, see [BF, B, KM]. 
The standard method for constructing hereditary orders in A is via 
lattice chains as follows. A lattice chain is V is a sequence L = { Li}ip z of 
O-lattices in V such that 
(i) Li 3 L,, i for all integers i. 
(ii) There exists e 2 1 such that Li+ e = PL, for all integers i. 
The uniquely determined integer e = e(L) is called the period of the chain L. 
If L is a lattice chain in V, then we denote by d = s&(L) the subring of 
A consisting of elements x for which xLic Li for all integers i. Then ZZ? is 
a hereditary order in A and all hereditary orders in A arise in this manner. 
Further, if we define the obvious equivalence on the set of lattice chains 
in V, namely, that two chains are equivalent if one results from the other 
by a translation of index, then two lattice chains in V give rise to the same 
hereditary order in A if and only if they are equivalent. Thus one can define 
the period e = e(a) of a hereditary order d to be the period of a lattice 
chain giving rise to d. 
If d = J&.(L) is an order in A, then let .P= 9$(L) denote the (Jacobson) 
radical of d. If d is a hereditary order in A, then 9 is an invertible 
fractional ideal in A. The powers 8”, n E Z, of 9 are therefore also 
invertible where we let ~9~“= (9-l)” if n is positive. Furthermore, 8” is 
the set of all elements x in A such that XL, c Li+, for all integers i. In 
particular, P& = 8’ where e = e(d). In fact, we have that 9”L = Li+n. It 
follows that we have a canonical map from 2= d/9 onto End,( LJL,, 1) 
for each integer i. These maps give rise to a canonical isomorphism of 
k-algebras from d onto nrZ1 End,(L,- ,/Li) where e = e(d). If we let 
nj = dim,(L,- ,/Li) then ni+e =ni for all i, n,> 1 and cf=i n,=N. 
For x a nonzero element x of A, let v(x)= v&(x) denote the largest 
integer n such that x is contained in 8” and set v(0) = co. Then 
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v(x+y) amin(v(x), v(y)) for x and y in A and v(xy) > v(x) + v(y) with 
equality if x or y is in the normalizer in A” of d” . If an element x in A” 
is in the normalizer of d” , then we say that x is nondegenerate of level m 
with respect to a lattice chain L (or, more simply, nondegenerate) if 
d =d(L) and v,(x)=m. We note that such x have the property that 
xLI= Li+, for all i. If an element z in A” is nondegenerate of level 1 for 
a lattice chain L, then it follows that dim,(L,/L,+ 1) does not depend on L. 
Such a lattice chain is said to be uniform. If L is a uniform chain, then it 
can be shown that a nondegenerate lement of level one, z say, exists and 
any such element has the property that 9 = zd = dz where d = d(L). 
Such a hereditary order is called principal. 
We now recall the behavior of lattice chains upon restriction to subfields. 
We begin with some notation. If CI is in AF( V), we let f, =fa,F denote the 
minimal polynomial of a over F. If E is a finite dimensional extension of 
F, let e( E/F) and f( E/F) denote the ramification degree and inertia degree, 
respectively, of E/F. Also let N,,,: E -+ F and Tr,, denote the norm map 
and trace map, respectively, from E to F. Throughout the remainder of this 
paper we will use standard terminology and results from the theory of local 
fields; for unexplained terminology or results, see [Wl 1. 
Now suppose E is a finite dimensional extension of F and that V is an 
E-vector space. Further suppose that L is an C0,-lattice chain. Then we can 
also view L as an @lattice chain. With this in mind we set A,= End,(V), 
A,= End,(V), .s&= z&(L), ~2~’ ZIP and similarly define PE and 9$. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. With notations as above 
(i) The period e,(L) of L as an OF lattice chain is e,(L) e(E/F), 
where e,(L) is the period of L as an &&-lattice chain. 
(ii) 9k,n A,= 9’: for all integers k. 
(iii) Zf L is uniform as an OKlattice chain and z generates 9” then L 
is also uniform as an Orchain and z also generates .!&. 
By the second part of the above proposition, if x is in A,, then 
v,,(x) = V&~(X). Thus the notation v&(x) is unambiguous and we will use 
this notation in what follows. We also note that E” is in the normalizer of 
~2: so that v&(xy)= v&(x)+ v&(y) for x and y in A if either x or y is 
in E”. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. The following example is fundamental. Let V be a one 
dimensional vector space over E. Since I/ is one dimensional over E, there 
is a unique (up to equivalence) Orlattice chain, L say, in V. Then 
sQ,(L) is a principal order in AF( V), e(dF(L))=e(E/F), PPk= P”, and 
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Y’“, n E = Ps. Since L is the unique C&-chain in V, in an abuse of notation, 
we will write AF( VE) and .CY,‘,( VE) (or, more simply AF( V) and $.(V) of E 
is understood) for AF(L) and .9$(L), respectively. We will also say that a 
nondegenerate lement of level m for L is nondegenerate of level m for E. 
To close this subsection, we make one final definition. We will use this 
definition in Section 1.3. 
DEFINITION 1.3. If E is a finite dimensional extension of F, then an 
element c1 in E is E/F-minimal (or just minimal) if the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) E= F[a]. 
(ii) (vE(a), e(E/F)) = 1. 
(iii) GFNEIE,, (aY~~E’a’l =cOEu,, where E,,/F is the maximal 
unramilied extension intermediate to E/F. 
1.2. Duality 
Let W be a finite dimensional F-vector space equipped with a non- 
degenerate bilinear form ( , ) and suppose that L is an OF-lattice in W. 
Then, if x is a (continuous) nontrivial additive character of F, we define the 
dual lattice L* = L: of L with respect o x and ( , ) (or, more simply, dual 
lattice) to be the set of x in W such that ~((x, y)) = 1 for all y in L. We say 
that an 0,Jattice chain is self-dual if the dual of each lattice in the chain 
is also in the chain. 
Now let V be as in the previous subsection. Then the usual trace map 
tr = tr,,, gives rise to a nondegenerate bilinear form on A = AF( V). In 
addition, we fix a nontrivial additive character I,$ of F as follows. Let k’ 
denote the subfield of k of cardinality p and then let tik, denote the additive 
character of k’ with the property that +,J 1) = e2ni’p. Then we require that 
$ factor to the character tik of k, defined by It/k, 0 Trklkp. We note that II/ 
has conductor P and we remark that we placed stronger specifications on 
Ic/ than is usual so that we may be precise in the parametrizations in the 
final two sections of this paper. 
Now for b in A define a character tjb of A by $Jx) = $(tr(bx)). If JY is 
an @sublattice of A, we may view tib as a character of A by restriction 
and if .Af is an @sublattice of A containing A! and such that b is in X* 
we may also view I,,+~ as a character of .M/JV. Then if we let ‘y: A + A A) 
where A A is the Pontryagin dual of A, be the map defined by Y(b) = tib 
we have (see, for example, [Wl, BF]). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. With notations and assumptions as above the following 
hold. 
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(i) Y is an isomorphism of A onto A h. 
(ii) Y induces an isomorphism of X*/J* onto (&/J(‘)“. In 
particular, if 9 is the radical of a hereditary order in A and m and n are 
integers such that m <n, then the map b H tib induces an isomorphism of 
P’--n/P’--m onto (9”/9’“)^. 
Now assume that V is equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( , ) 
which is either symmetric of skew symmetric (for further details concerning 
the remaining material of this subsection, see [MS]). We may then define 
an involution CJ on A by specifying that if T is an element of A then a(T) 
satisfies (TV, w) = (u, o(T)w) for all vectors u and w in V. Then 
G={TEA\ To(T)=l} is a classical group defined over F. If JH is 
an O-lattice in A, we set ~+={TE~~o(T)=T} and JL= 
{ TE.& ( a(T)= -T}. We then have jtd = Jlt, OJae_ with 4, and .4C 
orthogonal with respect o tr. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let JZ and Jf be O-lattices in A such that A contains 
N. Then the map b c, I+!I~ induces an isomorphism from (Jf*)- /(A*) _ onto 
(& /.K ) h. In particular, if m < n and SB is a hereditary order in A, then 
the map b H tib induces an isomorphism of .cCP~~~/~~~” ontoP” /PT. 
If d is a hereditary order in A which is o-stable (equivalently, an 
associated lattice chain is self-dual) we set U(d) = L@(d) = 
(x~G)x~d”}and U”(~)={XEGIX-l~.CP”}.Moregenerally,if~is 
an UF-lattice in A which is contained in the radical of some a-stable 
hereditary order in A and has the further property that &Z 1 .H2, we set 
M(4) = (XE G 1 x- 1 E A}. Then M(d) is a subgroup of G. Also one 
can check that 9 is a-stable since SZ? is a-stable. Thus the k-algebra 
J.I~= ~$19 inherits an involution which we also denote by rr and we set 
N(d, CT)) = {x E d 1 xa(x) = 1 }. w e note that N(d, cr) is a reductive group 
over k. 
Now if J4 and JV are O-lattices in A such that M(A) and M(M) are 
defined and JZ contains J” while JV contains d2, then M(J) is a normal 
subgroup of M(4) with abelian quotient. Moreover, the map x H 1 +x 
induces an isomorphism from .K/.K onto M(JZ)/M(-V). In particular, 
if d is a a-stable hereditary order in A and m and n are integers such that 
m < n and 2m > n, then 92 /9” and U”‘(~)/U”(.x4) are isomorphic via the 
map introduced by x H 1 + x. Thus, if we define a map II/,” : A” + @ by 
$~X(Y)=+~(Y- l), we have 
PROPOSITION 1.6. With notation and assumptions as above, the following 
hold. 
(i) The map b++ $,” gives rise to an isomorphism from 
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(N*)-/(A?*)- onto (M(J%)/A~(N))“. In particular, if m and n are 
integers such that m <n and 2m 2 n, this map gives rise to an isomorphism 
between 9\-“/9\-” and (Um(&)/Un(&))“. 
(ii) (U(S~)/U’(&))^ = (N(& c))~. 
In what follows it will be convenient to write l//b for Ic/; . It will always 
be clear from context whether @,, is considered additively of mulplicatively. 
In light of Proposition 1.5, an irreducible representation qof Um(&)/U”(&), 
m and n as above, can be parametrized by the coset b(q) + P?- m in S\- ‘. 
We will write b(q) or just b in place of this coset when no confusion can 
occur. We will employ similar notations for parametrizations of representa- 
tions of M(A!)/M(J) with A! and X as above. 
To close this subsection we recall how the characters constructed above 
behave under conjugation. In general, if (a, W) is a representation of a 
subgroup H of a group H’ and h is an element of H’, we define the 
conjugate representation (oh, W) of hHh-’ on W by ah(hgh-‘) = a(g). We 
say that h intertwines ~7 if Z(cr, ch), the set of intertwining operators from 0 
to ch, is nonzero. For an element x of A and h and element of A”, 
set xh = hxh-‘. Then, if A and .Af are as above and I,+~ is a character 
of M(A’)/M(Jlr), then, for h in A”, ($b)h = tibh as a character of 
M(hAh-‘)/M(hJlrhK’). 
1.3. Supercuspidal Representations of SL, and Its Two-Fold Cover 
In [Ml, 21 we parametrized the supercuspidal duals of SL,(F) and its 
nontrivial two-fold cover. In this subsection we translate these parametriza- 
tions into the language of the previous two subsections. 
To begin, we fix for this subsection and the third and fourth sections of 
this paper V, and ( , )i where V, is an F-vector space of dimension two 
and ( , ), is a skew-symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on Vi. In this 
subsection only, we will delete the subscript one and thus write V and 
( , ). Now suppose E is a subfield of A = AF( V) which is a nontrivial 
(hence quadratic) extension of F. Then one can show that the restriction of 
cr to E is the nontrivial Galois automorphism of E and that the set of norm 
one elements E’ in E is thus contained in G. We note that since E is a 
subfield of A, V is a one-dimensional vector space over E. Thus A$.( VE) is 
defined and we note that it is o-stable. 
Now let A = A(E) denote the set of characters of E’ and let A i denote 
the set of characters of E’ which are trivial on E’ A UL where, for a 
positive integer k, U”, = {u E E I u - 1 E Pi}. Now suppose that LX is an 
E/F-minimal element lying in A- such that V~(LY) <0. Then, setting 
n= -v~(cL) and m’= [(n +2)/2], let A, denote the set of 1 in ,4 which 
agree with the character +. of U”“(S&) upon restriction to Um’(dF) n 
A,(E) = Up’n G; in a slight abuse of notation, set I!?(&“) = Uk(&)n 
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A~( V) for k a nonnegative integer and set U(dE) = v”(dE). Then to each 
2 in /1 we may associate a character p’(~/, A, a) of U(.J&‘~) U”“(J&) in the 
obvious manner. 
Let m= [(n+ 1)/2]. If n is odd, so that m = m’, we set p(&, I, a) = 
p’(d, 1, a) and then rr(@‘, 1, a) = Ind(G, U(S@‘~) V(S$); p(&, A, a)) is an 
irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. Now suppose that n is odd 
(this can only happen if E/F is unramified) so that m = m’ - 1. Then there 
exists a unique q-dimensional representation p(&‘, I, tl) of U(dE) U”‘(SX$) 
which has the following properties: 
(i) The representations occurring in the decomposition of 
Ind( U(dE) P(d~), U(dE) Um’(dF); p’(&, il, a)) are the representations 
p(d, I’, a) with A’,? ~’ in /i, and 1’1-‘( - 1) = 1. These representations 
occur with multiplicity two with the exception of p(&, 1, ~1) which occurs 
with multiplicity one. 
(ii) rr(&, A, CC) = Ind(G, U(d’) U”‘(d~); p(&, A, CX)) is an irreducible 
supercuspidal representation of G. 
Remark 1.7. For future reference, we note that Frobenius reciprocity 
and (ii) above imply that the representations occurring in the restriction of 
p(d, 2, CI) to E’ in the case V&(M) even are the characters 1’ of E’ such that 
I’l-’ in .4, and A’A ~ ‘( - 1) = 1 and that these characters occur with 
multiplicity two with the exception of 1 which occurs with multiplicity one. 
To construct the remaining irreducible supercuspidal representations of 
G, suppose that E/F is unramified. Then let P= L,,/L, where L = { Li} is 
an Q-lattice chain in I/. Now the symplectic form on V induces a symplec- 
tic form on V which we also denote by ( , ) and N($ a) is isomorphic to 
SL,(k). As such, to each 1 in /i r which is not real valued we may associate 
a (q - 1 )-dimensional representation p(&, A) of U( s&.) which is cuspidal as 
a representation of N(& a) and whose character xp satisfies the following: 
(i) x,(-l)=(q-1)4-l) 
(ii) x,(a) = -A(a)-l(a)-’ for a in E’/ULn E’ but not in F 
(see, for example, [Sp]). Then n(,ol, A)= Ind(G, U(d,); p(d, I)) is 
irreducible and supercuspidal. To the Signum character we associate 
two representations K(&, + ) = Ind( G, U(d’); p(&, + )) and x(&‘, - ) = 
Ind(G, U(J&‘~); p(&, -)), where p(&, +) and p(&, - ) are the (q- 1)/2 
dimensional cuspidal representations of N(s& a) which may be specified as 
follows. Let (X, Y) be a complete polarization of V, i.e., X and Y are 
isotropic subspaces of P such that X@ Y = V. Let B = B, denote the Bore1 
subgroup of N(d, a) preserving Y, let N be the unipotent radical of B, and 
let p denote the set of nontrivial n in N such that (nu, u ) is a square for 
any vector u in X. Now NO lies in a conjugacy class and this conjugacy 
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class does not depend on the choice of the polarization (it does however 
depend on ( , ) which we have taken fixed). We specify p(d, +) and 
p(&‘, - ) by requiring that their characters, x+ and x- respectively, satisfy 
x+(a)=(-1+a)/2 and x-(a)=(-1-a)/2, 
where a is an element of the conjugacy class and 
u=(-l)‘Y-1~/2~~. 
In an abuse of notation, any future reference to representations of the form 
rc(.&‘, A) will include rr(&, + ) and rc(d, - ) and similarly p(d, A). 
Proposition 1.8. The representations of the form I$&, ,I) and n(&‘, 1, ~1) 
constructed above exhaust the supercuspidal spectrum of G. These representa- 
tions enjoy the following equivalences: 
(1) A representation of the form n(,ol, E., u) is never equivalent to a 
representation of the form n(&“, 1’). 
(2) Representations z(&, 1) and z(.@“, 1’) are equivalent tfand only if 
there exists a g in G such that the following hold. 
(a) E’=Eg 
(b) I’=Ag or (il-l)g tf1 is a character andA’= tfL= + or -. 
(3) Representations z(&, 2, c() and x(&“, A’, a’) are equivalent tf and 
only if there exists a g in G such that the following hold. 
(i) E’=Eg 
(ii) cl’-ag is in (PEz))Cn/21, where n = v&(a). 
(iii) A’ = Ag. 
Remark 1.9. There are some redundancies built into the above 
constructions. In particular, once an c1 or an E is specified then so is d by 
Remark 1.2. On the other hand, in defining the representations n(&, + ) 
and rr(d, - ), no mention of a quadratic extension is necessary. 
Now let 2; denote the nontrivial two-fold cover of G. We realize G as the 
set of ordered pairs (g, <), where g is an element of G and 5 = + 1 with 
multiplication given by (g, l)(g, 5’) = (gg’, /?(g, g’) 55’) with /I a two- 
cocycle. Given a subgroup H of G, we let A denote the inverse image of H 
in G under the map (g, t) + g from G to G. In an abuse of notation, we 
will often write g for the element (g, 1) in c. Recall that, given a maximal 
compact subgroup K of G, the cocycle /I may be taken to be trival on g 
so that R= K x ( f 1 > as a subgroup of G. Thus given p(&, A, ~1) as 
in the previous subsection, we may choose p so that 8= U x { + 1 } 
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where U= U(dE) U”‘(J$). We may then define p(&, A, a) on 0 by 
p(-cS, A, a)(g, f 1) = +p(d, A, a)(g); set it(&‘, A, a) = Ind(G, 0; /5(&‘, A, a)). 
We define 5(&, A) similarly. Finally, recall that an admissible representa- 
tion n: of G is called genuine if rr(( g, - 1)) = -rc( (g, 1)). 
PROPOSITION 1.10. The representations it(&, A) and it(zzZ, A, a) con- 
structed above exhaust the set of genuine irreducible supercuspidal 
representations of G. These representations enjoy equivalences exactly as in 
Proposition 1.9. 
In what follows we will, in an abuse of notation, write z(&‘, 1, a) for 
17(6,1, a) and rc(&, A) for E(d, ;1). It will always be clear from context 
whether the representation being considered is a representation of G or a 
representation of G. 
2. THE OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATION 
This section is divided into three subsections. In the first subsection we 
recall the definition of the oscillator representation and also recall some of 
Howe’s theory of the local theta correspondence. In the remaining two sub- 
sections we realize the oscillator representation in the lattice model. The 
first of these subsections is devoted to the special case of a self-dual attice. 
Since all the material in this section appears in the literature, references 
(which we borrow heavily from) will be provided instead of proofs. 
2.1. The Local Theta Correspondence 
Let W be a finite dimensional vector space over F which is equipped 
with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Let G denote the 
isometry group of ( , ) and let H(W) denote the Heisenberg group 
attached to W. In particular, H(W) = W@ F as set and has group law 
(w,a)(w’,a’)=(w+ w’, a+a’+ (w, w’)/2). 
Then to each nontrivial additive character x of F we may associate a 
unique (up to unitary equivalence) unitary infinite-dimensional representa- 
tion pX of H( W) with central character 1 (see [Hl ] or [MVW] for further 
details of the construction of this subsection). Further, if we let 2; denote 
the unique nontrivial two-fold cover of G and let g + g denote the covering 
map, we have 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Weil [ W2] ). There exists a unique unitary representation 
CO, of G on the space of px such that 
q(if) p,(h) =Px(gh) QiT) 
for all 2 in G and h in H(W). 
Remark 2.2. (i) For a in F” , define a character xn of F by x,(y) = 
x(ay). Then ox0 and oXb are equivalent if and only if a- ‘b is a square. Since 
the map F” -+ (F) h defined by a H xa is onto with the exception of the 
trivial representation it follows that there are four (p # 2) inequivalent 
oscillator representations. 
(ii) The representation CD, decomposes as the direct sum of two 
irreducible representations of G. The decomposition is given by the + 1 and 
- 1 eigenspaces of ox( - 1). 
Now let V, and V, be finite dimensional vector spaces over F. Suppose 
that T/, is equipped with a nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear form 
( , )r and that V, is equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear 
form ( , )*. Set W= Hom( I’,, V2) and equip W with a nondegenerate 
skew-symmetric bilinear form ( , ) by setting (w, w’) = tr(wl(w’)), where 
J(w’) is the unique element of Hom(V,, Vi) such that (wD,, v*)~= 
(or, n(w’) vz)r for all v1 in V, and v2 in V. 
Let G,, G, and G denote the isometry groups of ( , )r, ( , )2, ( , ) 
inside A( P’r ), A( V,), and A( W), respectively. Then we may identify G, and 
G2 with subgroups of G by letting G, act on W by premultiplication by 
inverses and letting G2 act on W by postmultiplication. We note that in 
this identification G, and G, are each other commutants in G. 
In what follows we write elements of G as (g, 5) where g is an element 
of G and 5 = + 1 and we sometimes write g for (g, 1). Also, if H is a closed 
subgroup of G, we let 17 denote the inverse image of H in G under the 
covering map and let gX(n) denote the set of irreducible smooth represen- 
tations of A which occur as quotients of the restriction of CO,” to Z? where 
CO,” denotes the restriction of CO, to the subspace of smooth vectors. Then 
the following theorem was conjectured by Howe [Hl ] and recently proved 
by Waldspurger [Wa] (actually he proved a stronger statement) using the 
lattice model of CO,” and some ideas of Howe (also see [MVW] for Howe’s 
proof in the so-called unramified case). In what follows we refer to it as the 
(local) theta correspondence. 
THEOREM 2.3 ([Wa]). BZ(G, .G,) parametrizes a bijection between 
%Jc,) and gx(Gd. 
Remark 2.4. (i) Suppose V, = F with the form (x, y)* = xy for x and 
y in F. Then we may identify W with V, via the map CH v where 
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D”(x)= (x,u),. One can check that (u,,~)i= (Cl, &) and that the 
action of G, is its usual action on Vi. The theta correspondence in this case 
is just the decomposition of the oscillator representation OF of G, with the 
trivial representation corresponding to the + 1 eigenspace of mr( - 1) and 
the signurn representation corresponding to the - 1 eigenspace. 
(ii) G, is the trivial two-fold cover of G,. G, is the trivial two-fold 
cover of G1 if and only if dim VZ is even. If Gi is the trivial cover of G, we 
write zX(Gi) for BX(ci) and view the representations as representations of 
Gi. If Gi is the nontrivial cover of G, then all the representations in gX(G,) 
are genuine, i.e., they do not factor to G,. 
(iii) Let a be an element of F”. If a is a square, then %!,&c?‘~) = 
Be,(Gi) for i= 1,2 and the theta correspondence is unchanged. If, however, 
a is not a square, then a.JG,) =9$((?,) but 9I?.JG,) is not SX(6,). To 
determine the new correspondence, let (X, Y) be a complete polarization 
of V,, i.e., a pair of maximal isotropic subspaces X and Y of V, such 
that X0 Y = V, and then define an element T of AF( V1) by T(x + y) = 
ax + y for x in X and y in Y. Also define a map T,,,: H( W) -+ H( W) by 
TH( (w, t)) = (wT, at) for w in W and t in F. Now one can check that 
TH is an automorphism of H(W) since (X, Y) is a complete polarization. 
Moreover pX 0 TH has central character x, and thus we may set pxO = 
pXo T,. One then checks that if you let T act on G, by conjugation on 
the first coordinate, then 5?e,0(G,) = {cr’l CEB~(G,)} where aT is the 
representation (that it is a representation is easily checked) of G, on the 
space of (T defined by a’( g)u = a( Tg) u and that under the new 
correspondence oT in S?JG,) pairs with g’ in .%?Jr?,) = 9X(c,) if 0 pairs 
with 4 in the previous correspondence. 
(iv) Once again suppose a is in F” but now replace ( , )Z with 
a( , )2. Then the theta correspondence changes exactly as in (iii). 
2.2. The Self-Dual Lattice Mqdel 
We continue with the notation of the previous section. The material in 
this subsection can be found in greater detail in [MVW]. 
Many realizations of px and thus of ox arise as follows. Let A be a 
subgroup of H(W) which contains F. Suppose that A is maximal abelian 
in H( W)/ker x and that q is a character if A whose restriction to F is x. 
From the induced representation pa,? = Ind(H( W), A; q) defined by right 
translation on the space of functionsf on H(W) transforming according to 
r] on the left and satisfying 
s f(h) dh < co, w w-4 
where dh is Haar measure on H( W)/A. 
481/151/2-9 
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PROWSITION 2.5 (see, e.g., [MVW, 2.1.31). pA,9 is an irreducible unitary 
infinite-dimensional representation of H( W) with central character 1. 
To certain lattices one may attach maximal abelian subgroups of 
H( W)/ker x in the following manner. Recall that if L is an (Q.-lattice in W 
then L* denotes the set of vectors w in W such that x( (w, a)) = 1 for all 
a in L. We say that L is self-dual with respect to x and ( , ) (or, more 
simply, self-dual) if L* = L. Now let e: W + H(W) denote the map defined 
by w H (w, 0) for w in W and let y: H( W) -+ W denote the map defined by 
(w, t) H w for w in W and t in F. Then, if L is a self-dual &-lattice in W, 
then y ~ ‘(L) is maximal abelian in H( W)/ker x so that we may realize px 
as P~-Q),~ where q is the extension of x to y-‘(L) which is trivial on e(L). 
Remark 2.6. In [H2, M3, MVW] the notion of self-dual lattice is 
slightly different. In particular, a lattice L is said to be self-dual if L is the 
set of vectors w in W such that (w, a) is integral for all a in L. 
In the above realization, the functions in the space of px are determined 
by their restrictions to e(W) and thus may be pulled back to W. There 
results a subspace Y of L*( W) consisting of functions f such thatf(w + I) = 
x( (w, 1)/2)f(w) for I in L. The action of H(W) on Y is given by twisted 
translation. 
p,(e(w))f(w’) =x((w’, w)P).f(w + w’) 
for w and w’ in W. For each w in w, let y, denote the unique vector in Y 
which is supported on L - w and takes the value 1 at -w. Note that 
yw = p,(e(w)) y, and that if Haar measure on W is normalized so that L 
has mass one, then the y, have length one. We also note that 
Y&VU-w)= x((4 WY21 
for I in L and w in W. Moreover, the y, are eigenvectors for y-‘(L) with 
eigencharacters 
a H x(<r(a), WY21 v(a). 
Finally, if S, is a set of coset representatives for W/L, then Y is the set of 
linear combinations 
such that 
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Remark 2.7. In the language of [MVW, 2.11.81 our function y, is the 
function s _ W. 
We now consider w, in the above realization. Let d = a(Y) be the 
maximal order in AF( W) stabilizing the lattice chain 2 = { Li = P’,L} in 
W. Then K= U(d) is a maximal compact subgroup of G and we have 
PROPOSITION 2.8 (see, e.g., [MVW, 2.11.101). The representation ox of 
G may be chosen so that it restricts to an actual representation of K. In 
particular, wX may be chosen so that for f in Y and k in K 
and thus 
q(k) Yw = Ykw. 
In addition, the space of smooth vectors Y” for o, consists of those functions 
fin Y supported on a finite number of W/L cosets. 
To close this subsection, we state one final proposition. To this end, 
suppose that L is a self-dual attice in Wand that M is a lattice in W which 
is contained in L. Set 
J,= {gEG: (g-l)M*cM} 
and 
H,=(gEG:(g-l)M*cL) 
=(geG:(g-1)LcM). 
Then H, and J,,, are subgroup of G with J,,,, normal in H, with abelian 
quotient and we have 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Zf w is in M*, then 
q(h)~w,=x((hw, w)/~)Y, 
for h in H,. In particular, y, is fixed by J,. 
Proof See [MVW, 5.1.31 for the statement and proof of a similar 
statement. The proof given there carries over immediately to this setting. 
2.3. The Lattice Model 
We begin by recalling some features of the oscillator representation over 
k (the residue class field of F). For further details, see [Gr] or [H3]. 
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Let W be a finite dimensional vector space over k. Suppose that W 
is equipped with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form ( , ) and 
let G= G( W) denote the isometry group of W. Let H(W) denote the 
Heisenberg group attached to W and let x be a nontrivial additive charac- 
ter of k. Then there is a unique (up to equivalence) unitary representation 
px of H( W) with central character x. Moreover, there is a representation o, 
of G on the space of pX such that 
where h is in H(W) and g is in G. This representation is unique (up to 
equivalence) except in the case where dim,(W) = 2 and Ikl = 3. In this 
exceptional case we fix wX by requiring that it satisfy Proposition 2.10 
below. 
We will have cause to realize wX in a Schrodinger model. To this end, let 
(A’, Y) be a complete polarization of W. Then, if we let y: H(W) + W 
denote the map defined by (w, t) H w in W and t in k, we have that 
y - ‘( Y)/ker 1 is maximal abelian in H( W)/ker x. Thus we may realize px as 
Ind(H( W), y-‘(Y); q) where v] is the extension of x to y-‘(Y) which is 
trivial on e( Y), where e: W -+ H( W) is defined by w H (w, 0). We may then 
identify the space of pX with L’(X). Now let P= P( Y) the parabolic 
subgroup of G preserving Y, let N = N( Y) be its unipotent radical, and set 
M= M(X, Y) = P(X) n P( Y). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For f in L2(X), x in X, y in Y, m in M and n in N 
the following hold where sgn is the unique character of M of order two: 
0) p,(e(x)) f(x’) =fW - xl 
(ii) p,(e(y))f(x’)=x(<.h x’>)fW) 
(iii) o,(m) f(x’) = sgn(m) f(m ~ lx’) 
(iv) w,(n)f(x’) = x((nx’, x’)P)fW. 
Now we turn to the lattice model. In particular, we return to the nota- 
tion of the previous subsection and suppose that L is an C&-lattice in W 
which although not self-dual does satisfy 
P,L* c L 5$ L*. 
One can check that I= L*/L is an even dimensional vector space over k. 
Let d = d(x) denote the conductorial exponent of x, i.e., x is trivial on Pd 
but not trivial on Pd-‘. Then we may equip L with a nondegenerate skew- 
symmetric bilinear form (T) by setting (%,j) =wled(x,y) for 2 and j 
in E, where x and y are preimages of X and 7, respectively in L. We may 
also define a nontrivial character x’ of k by setting x’(X) =x(x) where X is 
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an element of k and x is an element of Pdp ‘/Pd with image X under the 
map induced by y H 0’ -d y from Pdpl to Co. Let px, denote a representa- 
tion (unique up to equivalence) of H(E) with central character x’. 
Let J* be the subgroup of H( IV) generated by e(L*) and let J be the 
subgroup of H( IV) generated by e(L). Then we may inflate pX, to a repre- 
sentation of J*. We may also then define a representation pL of y -‘(L*) 
on the space of pX, by pL(A)u = x(a) p,(h)v where a is in Z(H( IV)), h is 
in J* and u is in the space of pX. Then Ind(H( IV), y-‘(L*); pJ realizes px 
(for further details concerning this subsection, see [H2, II.31 or in less 
generality [ Wa] ). 
We now make more explicit this realization. Let X be the (finite-dimen- 
sional) Hilbert space of pr. and let 11 I( denote the norm on X. Then if we 
let Y denote the space of p, we have that Y is the set of functions f: W -+ X 
satisfying the following two conditions where S, is a set of coset 
representatives for W/L*: 
(i) f(w+a)=~((w,a)/2)p,(e(a))f(w) for a in L*. 
(ii) CwpsL Ilf(w)ll’< 00. 
The action of px is given by 
(p,(e(w))f)(w’)=x((w’, w)P)f(w’+w) 
for S in Y and w in W. Thus the functions supported on the coset w + L* 
for w in W are eigenfunctions for e(L) with eigencharacter 
In particular, for each w in W and each x in X of length one let yw,X denote 
the function f in Y supported on -w + L* and taking the value x at - w. 
Then, if one chooses an orthonormal basis S, for X, one has that Y 
consists of linear combinations 
with 
and Y” is the subspace of Y consisting of finite linear combinations of the 
above form. 
We now consider oX. Let K= K, be the maximal compact subgroup of 
G which stabilizes L* and let K’ be the subgroup of K acting trivially on 
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L*/L. We may then identify K/K’ with the isometry group of z and thus 
exists a unique representation wL of K on X which is trivial of K’ and 
satisfies 
WLk) P,(h) = PA gh) ilk) 
for h in y-‘(L*) and g in K. 
PROPOSITION 2.11 ([H2,11(3.47)] or see [Wa, 11.31). The represen- 
tation co, may be chosen so that it restricts to a representation of K. In 
particular, wx may be chosen so that for f in Y and k in K 
o,(k)f(w)=w,(k)f(k-‘w) 
and thus for k in K 
q(k) Y,,, =~kw,or.(k)x 
In addition, the space of smooth vectors Y” for ox consists of those f in Y 
supported on a finite number of W/L* cosets. 
To close this subsection we will provide a proposition generalizing 
Proposition 2.9. In particular, suppose L is a lattice in W as above and 
that A4 is a sublattice of L. Then it is easily seen that H, = 
{geG I k-l)M* c L*} is a subgroup of G. Further, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If a function f in Y is supported on M*, then 
o,(h)f(w)=p,(2c(h)w)X((w, c(h)w))f (w) 
for h in H, where c(h) = (1 - h)( 1 + h)-’ is the Cayley transform of h 
(which is well-defined on H,). 
Proof. This result can be proved with a straightforward modification of 
the proof of [MVW, 5.1.31. See also [H2,11(3.51)]. 
3. DIMENSION ONE 
We continue with the notation of the previous section. In this section we 
consider the local theta correspondence where V, and ( , ), are as fixed in 
Section 1.3 and V2 is of dimension one so that G 2 G, z SL,(F) and 
Gz = { f 1 }. To begin we identify V, with F. Then, by Remark 2.4, to 
consider the theta correspondence for different forms is suffices to 
consider the correspondences for different additive characters. Thus set 
(x, Y)~ = xy. Then, also by Remark 2.4, we may identify W with I’, and 
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the action of G, is the usual one and the theta correspondence in this case 
is the decomposition of the oscillator representation wX of G, = G as the 
+ 1 and - 1 eigenspaces of ox( - 1). As is well known (see, for example, 
[Gl, Theorem 5.19]), the + 1 eigenspace is the unique subquotient of a 
certain principal series representation. This is all we will say about this 
representation since our emphasis in this paper is on supercuspidal 
representations. It is also well-known (also see, for example, [Gl, 
Theorem 5.191) that the - 1 eigenspace (the representation which 
corresponds to the Signum representation of G2) is supercuspidal. In this 
section we determine this representation. 
We first consider wti with II/ as in Section 1.2. Let L be a lattice in V, 
such that (L)$ = P-IL. Then we may realize oti in a lattice model with 
respect to L. To specify the model let (Z,, Z,) be a polarization of L*/L 
(all notation is as in Section 2.3) and realize pL in the associated 
Schrddinger model. Now let Y, denote the subspace of Y consisting of 
functions supported on L* and let Y; denote the subspace of Y, consisting 
of odd functions. Note that Y; has dimension (q - 1)/2, K’ acts trivially 
on Y; and K acts on Y; via the formula 
q#)f= WL(k)f, (3.0.1) 
where we identify Y; with the subspace of L*(Z,) consisting of odd 
functions. Now let 9 be the length one OF-lattice chain in V, defined by 
the lattices P’L with I integral. We set ~4 = d(y) and note that J$ is 
o-stable, K= U(d), and K’ = U’(&‘). 
LEMMA 3.1. With notation as above, let 8- denote the character of wL 
restricted to the subspace of L*(z,) consisting of oddfinctions. Further let* 
No denote the subset of nontrivial n in N such that (nx, x)~ is a square for 
all x in X. Then for n an element of No, 
where f = log, q, [ ] denotes the greatest integer function and 
o = (_ 1)(4- 1)/2 Jjqmiiq 
Proof: By Proposition 2.10, 
for n in N and fin L*(p, ). Thus 
e-(n)= C IClk(a2/2) 2 
aekX 
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for n in N, by definition of N,. One can calculate this quantity using classi- 
cal results concerning Gauss sums (see, for example, [IR] ). In particular, 
let rk denote the Signum character of k” and set 
gk= c Tk(“) +kt”) 
aekX 
Then, 
gk - tk(2) = 1 zk(“) tikt”) + Tk(2) 1 +kl”) 
ockX ackX 
= a;x tzktu) + Zk(2)) Il/kt”) 
= h,(2) e,(n) 
so that 
Now let k’ denote the subfield of k consisting of p elements. Then, since 
Tk = Tk’ O Nk,k. and $k = $kz 0 Tr,,,. , the Hasse-Davenport relation yields 
that 
e-(n) = (- 1 - Tk(2)( -g&)/2. 
But then, since rk(2)=(-1)(P2-‘)/6 and gk,=((-1)(P~1)‘2p)1/2 by our 
normalization of $, the results follows. 
Remark 3.2. (i) There are, of course, easier ways to state the value of 
8- on N, than that in Lemma 3.1. We chose this manner so as to be con- 
sistent with our parametrizations in Section 1.3 which in turn are consistent 
with [Sp]. 
(ii) We also note that Lemma 3.1 allows one to determine which 
irreducible cuspidal representation of dimension (q - 1)/2 is the cuspidal 
component of wsI-. By a remark similar to Remark 2.4 one can also 
determine the cuspidal component of the other oscillator representation 
over k. 
THEOREM 3.3. The supercuspidul component of CO* is 7c(&, sgn(A)) 
where A=(-1)C(~+1)/21(P-1)/2 (-l)f+l (-l)(P*-l)fl8 and & is the St&i- 
lizer of a lattice L in V, with the property that (L)$ = P-‘L. 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 1.9, (3.0.1), Lemma 3.1, and 
Frobenius reciprocity. 
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Remark 3.4. Suppose a is in F” , set x = II/, and define Q: F” -+ { f 1 } by 
a(b) = 1 if b is a square and o(b) = - 1 otherwise. Then using Remark 2.4 
and Proposition 1.9 one can check that if vF(a) is even, then the 
supercuspidal component ox is n(&‘, sgn(a(a)A)) and that if vF(a) is odd, 
then the supercuspidal component is n(dg, sgn(a(tia)d)) where g is any 
element AF( V,) such that v,(det g) is odd. 
4. DIMENSION Two 
We continue with the notation of the second section. We assume 
throughout this section that I/, and ( , )i are as fixed in Section 1.3 and 
dim,( VZ) = 2. In this case, gZ( G i ) contains supercuspidal representations 
only if the quadratic form associated to ( , )* is anisotropic (see, for 
example, [G2]) and thus we will assume this also in what follows. Shalika 
has parametrized the correspondences in this case using the Schrijdinger 
model[S] (see, also [C, ST, Tl]). In this section, we parametrize these 
correspondences using the lattice model. 
4.1. The Admissible Dual of G, 
Since the quadratic form, Q say, associated to ( , )Z is anisotropic we 
may identify V2 and ( , )Z with a quadratic extension, E say, of F 
equipped with the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form defined by N,, 
(see, e.g., [D, p. 511). The involution o defined on A,(E) is then, upon 
restriction to E, the nontrivial Galois automorphism of E/F which we will 
also denote by a; moreover, we have that G2 = E’ x1 (cr) (see, e.g., 
[D, p. 511). Now let d be the hereditary order in A attached to the unique 
&-lattice chain in E. Then we have that & is a-stable, U(d) = G, and 
U(&J = E’ while U”(J&) = U”(JX!~) =E’ n U; for n > 1 where, in a slight 
abuse of notation, U”(JJ~) = V(d) n A,(E) and U(LZ!~) = U”(dE) = 
U(~4)n A,(E). 
As in Section 1.3, let /1= A(E) denote the set of characters of E’ and let 
L!, denote the set of characters of E’ which are trivial on E’ n Uf. Now 
suppose that a is an E/F-minimal element lying in A- such that vE(a) < 0. 
Then, setting n = - vE(a) and m’ = [(n + 2)/2], let ,4, denote the set of 2 
in /i which agree with the character tj, of U”“(z&) = Um’(dE). Now relabel 
each II in A, as p(n, a) and set ~(1, a) = Ind(G,, U(SI~); ~(2, a)). 
If ;1 is in .4,, we set x(n) = Ind( G,, U( &“); 2). The representation x( ,7.) is 
irreducible unless A2 = 1. If A2 = 1, then R(J) decomposes as the sum of two 
inequivalent representations, rz+ (2) and ‘II- (2) say, which we specify by 
requiring that n’(A)(a) = 1 and n-(l)(a) = - 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The representations ~(2, a) and $2) for ,I2 # 1 and 
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n+(A) in the case A2 = 1 constructed above exhaust the admissible dual 
of G2. Moreover n(k’, -a) g n(A, a) and n(A-‘) g ~(2) but otherwise the 
representations are ineqtiivalent. 
Remark 4.2. Although we have stated the above parametrization in an 
unorthodox manner for the purpose of simplifying the parametrizations 
of this section, the proof of Proposition 4.1, if not well known, is 
straightforward. 
4.2. The Unramlfied Case 
We first parametrize the correspondence in the case where x = +, and 
E/F is unramified. We let L, be a self-dual lattice in V, with respect to x 
and we let L, = Q so that L, is also self-dual. Then L = Hom,,(L,, L,) is 
a self-dual lattice in W= Hom,( V,, V,) and we realize w, in the self-dual 
lattice model associated to L. 
For k an integer, set Lk = Hom,,(L,, PiL2). Then 9 = (Lk} is an 
oKlattice chain in W of period one. Also, with notation as in 
Proposition 2.9, one checks that for k a positive integer JL-k = U2k(~) and 
H,-k = Uk(&) where d = ~‘(2). Now, as a matter of convenience, 
identify V, with E via an element v in W with the property that v(L,) = Co,. 
Then we have two bilinear forms ( , )r and ( , )* on E. Let their 
associated involutions on A,(E) be g, and (r2 and set A,(E), + = 
{xEA,(E) 1 ai(x)=x> and set A,(E),- = {xEA,(E) 1 ai( -x}. We 
note that al(a) = a=(a) for a in E and that S+(E) is rri stable for i= 1,2; 
set p’- = {x~y~(E) 1 a,(x) = -x> f or i = 1, 2 and m integral. Also, for 1 
a nonnegative integer and i= 1,2, set U:(d) = {g E Gi I g - 1 E p’(E)}. 
Then one can check that Gin U’(d) = U:(d) for all 1 and i. Finally, recall 
that in this context there exists a unique element ;1 of AF(AF(E)) such that 
(wvI,v2)2=(v1,~(w)u2), forallu, andv,in Eand winA,(E).Onecan 
check that 1 is in d” . 
LEMMA 4.3. With notation as above, let k be a positive integer and let w 
be a vector in Lpk. Then Ufk(.&) and Uik(&) fix the function y, in Y and, 
under the actions of U:(d) and U:(d), y, transforms according to ll/b, and 
* b2, respectively, where b, = --WA(w) w/2 and b2 = Owl( w)/2. Moreover, for 
i= 1, 2, bi is an element of 9i_Tkf’ and, ifbl # 0, then b, is E/F-minimal and 
b, is E,IF minimal where E, = F[b,]. Finally, there exists a g in U,(d) 
such that b t = -b, if and only if v,(b,) = - 2k + 1 which in turn happens 
if and only if w is nondegenerate of level -k for E. 
Proof By Proposition 2.9, Ufk(&‘) and Uik(&‘) stabilize y,. Also by 
Proposition 2.9, if h is in either U:(d) or U:(d), then 
w,(h)yw=x(<hw, w)/2)~, (4.3.1) 
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Now if h = 1 + k is in U:(a) then, since Uzk(&) stabilizes y, and G, acts 
by premultiplication by inverses, (4.3.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
~,VGw = x( - (wk w)P) 
= rl/( -o(wk, w)/2). (4.3.2) 
But 
(wk, w) = tr(wkl(w)) 
= tr(l(w) wk), (4.3.3) 
whence y,,, transforms according to 1+5~,. The argument that y, transforms 
according to tjb2 under the action of U:(&) is similar-the only difference 
being that G, acts by post-multiplication. 
Since L is in d(Y), it follows that b, and b, are in L+-‘~+‘(E). Now for 
v, and v2 in E, 
= - (v2,4w) WV1 >I 
= 
- (WV,, WV1 )2 
= -(VI, A(w) wv2)1, (4.3.4) 
so that 6, is in P;?k+i. A similar argument shows that b, is in S,Tk+ ‘. 
Now suppose b, # 0. Then, since AF(E)2, _ c E as one can check, one 
can also check that b2 is E/F-minimal. Since tr( -L(w) w) = tr(wl(w)) = 0 
and det(wl(w))=det( -I(w)w), b, and b, have the same minimal 
polynomials and thus it follows that b, is E/E-minimal. 
As for the last statement of the proposition, we first note that since Q is 
anisotropic, 
(wv1, WV,>,= (VI, 4w) wuz), (4.3.5) 
implies that v,(l(w)w) = -2k. Thus if a g as in the statement exists then 
v,(b,) = -2k+ 1. If vd(bz)= -2k+ 1, then, since b, is in E, vE(b2)= 
- 2k + 1 and thus wn( w) P’, = P’,- 2k for all 1. Then, since w and L(w) are 
in Y’-k(E), it follows that w is nondegenerate of level -k. Finally suppose 
w is nondegenerate of level -k for E. Note first that for any a in E we have 
that 
-W - ‘ab,a -‘w=b,. (4.3.6) 
Also, since aal = uc2(u) = N,,(a) and E/F is unramified, aa, =x is 
solvable for x in F if vF(x) is even. Then, since W,(U) = det v for all v in 
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A,(E), to complete the proof of Proposition 4.3 it suffices to show that 
v,(det w) is even. This, however, follows from our assumptions that w is 
nondegenerate. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let c1 be an element of E such that vE(ct) is odd, vE(c() < 0 
and o*(a) = --a. Then, for each A in A,, ~(1, a) is in 9$(G,). 
Proof Set vE(a) = - 2k + 1. Let w in W be nondegenerate of level -k 
for E. Then by the previous lemma v,(wA(w)) = -2k. Now an element of 
9,‘“’ l is determined, up Galois conjugacy, by its determinant and the set 
of possible determinants is contained in one equivalence class of F”/(F” )‘. 
Thus let a be an element of 0; such that a2 det(owl(w)/2) = det c1 and let 
g be an element of d:(E) such that det g = a. Then one checks that either 
Y gw, or yozgw transforms according to I/I~ under the action of U:(d). Thus 
we may assume without loss of generality that y, transforms according to 
$, under the action of U:(a). 
Now suppose g in G2 stabilizes w + L in W/L. Write g( - w + I,) = 
- w + E, for some I, and 1, in L. Then (1 -g) w = I, - gl, implies g is in 
U$(&) since w is nondegenerate of level -k. Thus, by Proposition 2.8, the 
G,-span of y, is isomorphic to Ind(G,, Uk(JQ); $,) so that the lemma now 
follows from Frobenius reciprocity. 
To consider the other representations occurring in S$(G,) it is 
convenient to realize wZ differently. To this end, let g be an element of 
A,(E) such that det g = 0 ~ ‘. Then one checks that 
L, = Homo,kL, y L2) 
(recall L, = LoE = L, in our identification) is a lattice in W = 
Hom,( W,, W,) which satisfies 
and thus we realize oX in a lattice model associated to L,. 
For k an integer, set Li=Hom(gL,, P”,L2), Y,= {Li}kcH, Lf,,=gL’; 
and 21.,= {L:g)k.Z; we note that =!Yg and Y,,, are self-dual. Then one 
checks that d(y,,,)=g&r(E)g-’ and ~I(9~)=p(g)&(9)p(g)-’ 
where p(g) denotes premultiplication by g; set Vi(&) = {h E G, 1 h - 1 E 
dW))‘g-‘1. Th en one checks that G, n U’(dg)= U:(dg) and 
G2 n U’(dg) = U:(d). We note that U,(d) and U,(dg) represent he two 
conjugacy classes of maximal compacts in G,. 
LEMMA 4.5. With notation as above, let k be a positive integer and let Yk 
be the set of functions in Y supported on L; Ck + “. Then the following hold 
(i) UF+l (&“) and 17:” + I(&) fix Yk pointwise. 
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(ii) Zffis in Y, and h is in Ut(dg) or U’;(d), then 
q(h)f(w)= p,GW)w) x((w, c(h)w>)f(w). 
(iii) Zf f in Y, is supported on w + L* then f transforms according to 
tib, and tit,2 under the actions of Ut+‘(dg) and U$+‘(&), respectively, 
where 6, = -&I(w) w/2 and b, - OwJ(w)/2. Moreover, b2 is an element of 
y,;“, b, is an element of (pi -)-2k and, if b2 # 0, then b, is E/F-minimal, 
b, ‘is Et/F-minimal where E, I F[b,] and 6, and b, are A,(E) conjugate. 
Finally, there exists an h in U,(ag) such that -b:-lh = b2 if and onIy if 
vd(b2) = -2k + 1, which in turn happens if and only tf w is nondegenerate 
of level -k for LZ,,,. 
Proof: Set M = Li and then argue as in Lemma 4.3 using Proposition 
2.12 and the facts that (Lr)* = LgCm+l) and v,(det w)> -2k+ 1 for w in 
L-#+I) 
g . 
LEMMA 4.6. Let a be an element of E such that ve(a) is even, ve(a) < 0 
and 02(a) = -cc. Then, for each 1 in A,, x(&a) occurs in 9tz(G2). 
Proof: Arguing as in Lemma 4.4, one can show there exists w in 
LmCk+‘), where vE(a)= -2k, such that for any x in X (the space of pL) 
Y transforms according to $, under the action of U: + l(d). Then, by the 
pL&ious lemma, we have 
w,(h) yw,x = Y w,pL(2c(h)w)x(<w,c(h)w))x 
for h in U:(d). Now one can check that the images of the vectors c(h)w 
in L,*/L, lie in an isotropic subspace. Thus, by Proposition 2.10, we may 
realize pr. in a Schrbdinger model where, for each h in U:(d), p,(2c(h)w) 
acts by translation on the function x. It follows that for x appropriately 
chosen the U:(d)-span of y w,x is isomorphic to Ind( Vi(&), Vi+ ‘(zt); t,k,). 
Now one checks that the stabilizer in G2 of -w + L,* in W/L,* is U:(d). 
Thus the G,-span of y,,,, is isomorphic to Ind(G,, U:+‘(d); Ic/,) so that 
the lemma now follows from Frobenius reciprocity. 
LEMMA 4.1. All irreducible admissible representations of G2 occur in 
@G2) with the possible exception of II-( 1). 
Proof: By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.6, all representations of the form 
rc(& a) occur. With regard to the other representations, let Y0 denote the 
subspace of Y consisting of function supported on L*. By Proposition 2.11, 
o,(k)f= mL(k)f 
481/151/2-IO 
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for f in Y, and k in GZ. Now we may identify the representation wL of K 
on Y,, with the representation w,, of G(E) on the space X (all notation as 
in Section 2.3). Further, we may identify E with Hom,,(L,, 1,) where 
E, = LTIL, and 1, = OJPE and we may identify the induced form on E 
with the form on Hom(E,, L,) coming from the forms on L, and J?, 
induced by the forms on V, and E. Now the lemma follows from the theory 
of the reductive dual pair (SL,(k), O,(k)) with 0, anisotropic [T2, 
Section 91. 
THEOREM 4.8. All irreducible admissible representations of G2 with the 
exception of rc - (1) occur in 9$(G2). The representations pair as follows 
where g is an element of A,(E) such that v,(det g) = - 1. 
(i) ~(2, tl) pairs with x(&‘, 1, a) $~,(a) is odd where d =&r(E) and 
pairs with z(dg, Ig, clg) ifvE(~) is even. 
(ii) For I such that A2 # 1, n(1) pairs with n(dg, Ag). 
(iii) Let II be the unique nontrivial real-valued character of E’. Then 
z’(1) pairs with n(dg, sgn A) and n-(I) pairs with K(J&‘~, sgn( -A)) where 
A=(-l)[(f+‘)/2I(P~1)/2(_l)(/+1)(_1)(~’~l)fl~ withf=log,q, 
(iv) z+ (1) does not pair with a supercuspidal representation. 
Proof By the previous lemma, to determine %$(G,) it suffices to show 
rr ~ (1) does not occur. Although this is well-known we present here a new 
proof. To this end suppose x ~ (1) does occur and realize wX in the self-dual 
model introduced at the start of this subsection. Then, since y, is fixed by 
G1, there would exist a vector w in W but not in L and a nonzero function 
fin Y supported on G, w + L such that for g in G2 
Qdf = detk)f: (4.8.1) 
We first note that, as in (4.3.5), we have that v,(,?(w)w) = -2k. Thus it 
follows from (4.3.6) that w is not nondegenerate of level -k. Next we claim 
that w may be taken to be noninvertible. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
w + 1 is invertible for all I in L. Now, by Lemma 4.3 and (4.8.1), 
v,(w;l(w)) 2 -k. Also, since il is F linear, we have that 
(w + 1) A(w + I) = WA(W) + WA(l) + M(w) + U(l) (4.8.2) 
for all 1 in L. Let cp: L + A,(E) be the map defined by q(l) = WA(~) +U(w). 
Now, as one can check, al(u) is in AF(E)2,- for all v in A,(E) and thus 
(4.8.2) implies that cp maps into A,(E);. Moreover, since 2 is in &&?), 
cp maps L” into 921~ for all integers m. We claim that cp in fact maps L” 
onto 9yIk. Suppose for the moment this claim were true. Then, since w 
is invertible, v,(wI(w)) would be finite but then, by (4.8.2), we would be 
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able to choose an 1 in L such that v&((w+I) n(w+ I))>v,(wA(w)). 
Continuing inductively in this manner we would obtain an 1 in L such that 
(w + I) J(w + 1) = 0 so that w + 1 would be noninvertible, a contradiction. 
Thus, to prove our original claim that w may be taken noninvertible, it 
suffices to show that q(L”) = S;l :k for all m. 
Since 91, _ /Yi:J is one-dimensional as a k-vector space, to prove that 
cp(L’“) = ST :k it s&ices to exhibit an x in L” such that v&(cp(x)) = m -k. 
Also, since cp is F-linear, it suffices to consider the case m=O. To begin, 
since 1 is in JZZ: (Yip), there exists a z in L such that n(z) = 1. Then, since 
= - (uz, l(w) Ul >l 
= - (w, u, )2 
=-- (‘J,Y a2(w) Ul h 
= - (az(w) 01, u*h 
for all u1 and u2 in A,(E), we have that q(z)= w-crz(w). If 
v&(w - By) > -k, then w = c + t for some t in PPkfl and c in F where 
vF(c) = -k, a contradiction. 
We may assume that w is not invertible. Then there exists an h in U,(d) 
such that cr2 WV’ = wh-’ or a2 whP1 = - wh-‘. Thus, since the action of 
G, commutes with that of GZ, we may assume a2w = w or a2w = -w. But 
now (4.8.1) is clearly impossible and thus U( 1) is not in gz(G,). 
Now consider (i). Assume first that V~(CL) = -2k + 1 is odd. By the proof 
of Lemma 4.4, there exists a vector w in W which is nondegenerate of level 
-k for E such that y,,, transforms according to $ _ 12 under the action of 
U:(a). By Lemma 4.4, y, transforms according to tib under the action of 
U:(d) where b=ag with g in U,(d). Now one can check that yozwg-l 
transforms according to $, under the actions of U:(d) and U:(d). Thus, 
changing w if necessary, we may assume that y, transforms according to +a 
under both the actions of U:(d) and U:(d). Note that since 
-w-‘b,w=b, we have that a2w is in E. 
For i= 1 or 2, let cpi be the imbedding of E’ in G afforded by Gi. Then, 
since a2w is in E, we have that for a an element of E’, 
QcplhJ)) Yw’=Yw- 
= Yaw 
= ~,(cp*b)) Yw. (4.8.3) 
It follows that if y is nonzero in G,-span of y, transforming according to 
n(& a) as in Lemma 4.4, then y transforms according to p(l, a) under the 
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action of U,(dE) U:(dF). The result now follows from Frobenius 
reciprocity. 
Now assume that vE(ct) is even. To consider this case we realize ox in the 
lattice model attached to L, where g and L, are as before. To begin, an 
argument similar to that above but using Lemma 4.5 and Lemma4.6 
instead of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 yields a nonzero vector Y,,,~ in Y 
transforming according to r+Qa under the action of U:+‘(d) and tib under 
the action of UT+‘(dg) where bg-lh= -a for some h in U,(&‘g). Thus, 
changing w and x if necessary, we may assume that y,,, transforms 
according to $, under the action of U ‘; + ‘(d) and transforms according to 
tiirB under the action of Uf+’ (&“). Note that a,wg is now in E. 
Now let K= Eg and let cpf denote the embedding of K’ in G afforded by 
Gr. Then, for a in K’ n U’(d”), 
q(cp%4) YWJ =Yw-‘,x 
=Y o~o*wgg-‘a-‘gg-‘.x 
= Yo*(g- k’g) o*w,x 
=YmJ x 
= ~,(cpzW) Ylv,,. (4.8.4) 
It follows that if y is a nonzero vector in the Gz span of y,,, transforming 
according to rc(A, a) as in Lemma 4.6 (changing x if necessary) then y 
transforms according to p;(&“, Ag, a”) under the action of U:(d$) 
Uf”(dgF), where p;(dg, Ig, ag) denotes the restriction of the presenta- 
tion p’(dg,Ag,ag) of U,(dg) Ut”(d”,) (as defined in Section 1.3) to 
U:(dgK) U:+ ‘(d:). We assume, without loss of generality, that x is the 
function in the Schrodinger model used (as in the proof of Lemma 4.6) 
which is supported at 0 and takes the value 1 there. 
Now, as in [H4, p. 4463, one can check that Us U:(d$)/ker $(IB 
is a Heisenberg group over k, with center Us Uf + ‘(d$.)/ker $,g and 
that U,(d$) lies in the associated sympletic group. Then using the 
representation theory of the Heisenberg group over k,, our choice of x and 
Proposition 2.12 one can check that there exists a subgroup H of 
Ui(dgK)Uf(dg) which contains U:(dg)U:+‘(dg) such that g 
transforms according to Ig. $aB under the action of H and the 
U:(dg) Ut(dg)-span of y is Ind(Ui(&$) U:(dg), H; Ag-$OLg). It follows 
that under the action of Ui(dg) U:(dg) y transforms according to the 
q-dimensional representation p ,(J$ g, I g, a”) obtained by restricting the 
representation p(dg, Ig, a”) (as defined in Section 1.3). Then, since, as 
noted above, U,(d~) lies in the appropriate symplectic group, it follows 
from the theory of the oscillator representation over k, that we may choose 
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y in the U,(&gk) V:(dg). Gz span of y,,, such that under the action of G2 
y transforms according to n(A, a) and under the action of u,(&i) V:(dg) 
y transforms according to some extension, p say, of pi(d g, Ig, ag) to 
U,(dg) U:(dg); write p” = p((&“, (A’)g, a”) for some 1’ such that (A.‘) 1-l 
is in A i . We claim that I’ = 1 and note that (i) follows from this claim and 
Frobenius reciprocity. To prove that A’ = 1 it suffices by Remark 1.7, to 
show that y is the only vector in the LJ,(&$) @(&$)-span of y that 
transforms according to Ag under the action of K’. This follows from a 
calculation similar to (4.8.4) using Proposition 2.12 and our choice of x. 
(ii) Realize o, in the lattice model associated to Lg. Then con- 
sidering Y,, this follows from [T2, Section 93. 
(iii) Proceed as in the proof of (ii). Then it follows from [T2, 
Table 21 (Caution: Tanaka uses a different quadratic form.) that n+(A) 
corresponds to n(dg, sgn(g,(( - 1)-l’* ,/-))I (- l)(p2-1)f18) 
where 
gk= 1 zk(a) +kt”) 
nskX 
(4.8.5) 
with rk the Signum character of k”. Now, by the Hasse-Davenport 
theorem, 
gk = -(gk’)l, 
where k’ is the subfield of k consisting of p elements. But then since 
g,, = (( - l)(P l)/*p)l/* the result follows. The argument for n-(A) is 
similar. 
(iv) Realize ox is the self-dual lattice model associated to L. Then 
the function y, in Y transforms according to n + ( 1) under the action of G2. 
Under the action of U,(d), however, y, is fixed whence (iii) since no 
supercuspidal representation has such a fixed vector. 
Remark 4.9. Suppose a is in F”, set x0 = *GO and define cx F” + { + 1 } 
by a(b)= 1 if b is a square and n(b) = - 1 otherwise. Then, using 
Remark 2.4 and Proposition 1.9, one can check that if vF(u) is even then 
the theta correspondence of the theorem remains unchanged except 
that for 1 the nontrivial real-valued character of E’, n’(A) pairs with 
a(dg, sgn(a(a)d)) and n-(A) pairs with rc(&“, sgn( -a(a)A If vF(a) 
is odd, one checks that the odd and even cases of (i) are reversed 
and n’(A) pairs with IL(J$, sgn(o(&)A)) while n-(A) pairs with 
n(d, sgn( --a(&)A 
4.3. The Ramified Case 
Now suppose that E/F is ramified and x = $,,,. Let L, be a self-dual 
lattice in V, and set L, = Co, in V2. Then LT = Pi’ so that L2 is not 
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self-dual (there is no self-dual lattice in E). Set M= HomOF(LI, L2) and 
note that M* = (L,, PilLz). Now suppose that u is an element of W such 
that 
(i) MS Hom,,(v-‘(QE), &) n M* 5 M*. 
(ii) (Hom,,(u~‘(&), L2) A M*) P, is Yp(E) under the identification 
of I/, with E afforded by u. 
We say that such a u is in good position with respect o L, and E (or, more 
simply, in good position) and note that it is easy to check that elements in 
good position exist. 
Now suppose that v in W is in good position an identify V, with E via 
v. We then have two bilinear forms ( , )i and ( , )2 on E. Let their 
associated involutions be pi and cr2. We note that al(a) = (~*(a) for a in E 
and that SIP is o,-stable for i= 1,2. We define Yy- and U:(d) in 
A,(E) in the obvious manner for i = 1,2 and I and m integers I non- 
negative. 
From (i) above it follows that .9;‘(E) is a self-dual attice in A,(E). We 
let J$ denote the hereditary order in AF(AF(E)) attached to the self-dual 
C&-lattice chain 2 = {9)F(E)}is z. Then with notation as in Proposi- 
tion 2.9, one can check that for k a positive integer and i = 1 or 2, 
JsyI’(E) = u 2k-2(d), f&+)= U”-‘(zx?‘) and Gin Uk(d) = U:(a). One 
can also check (using (ii) above) that I is nondegenerate of level 1 for 9. 
LEMMA 4.10. With notation as above, let v in W be in good position, let 
k be a positive integer and let w be an element of 9kk- l(E). Then in the 
lattice model of ox attached to p)~l(E), UTk(&) and Usk(&‘) fix the 
function y, in Y. Further, under the actions of U:(d) and U;(d), yw 
transforms according to I,+~, and tibZ, respectively, where b, = - Or4 w)w/2 
and bz = W,wll(w)/2. Moreover, 6, is an element of 9;tk”, b, is an element 
of qZk+’ and, if b, # 0, then b2 is EfF-minimal and b, is E, fF minimal 
where E, = F[b,]. Finally, v,(b,) = -2k+ 1 tf and only tf w is 
nondegenerate of level -(k + 1) for E which in turn holds tf and only tf 
c$+ ‘WV is in good position. 
Proof All the statements with the exception of the last are proved in a 
manner similar to that used to prove the corresponding statements in 
Lemma 4.3. Using the facts that b, is in E and A is nondegenerate of level 
1 for 9 it is straightforward to check that v,(b,) = - 2k + 1 if and only if 
w is nondegenerate of level -(k + 1). If w is nondegenerate of level 
-(k+l) then (G(Ek+‘) WV))’ (O,)=u-‘(CVE) so that O(,k+‘)wu is in good 
position. Thus suppose that tig+ ‘)wv is in good position. Since WkE+ ‘w is 
in S&(E), I~~,+~wCO~E Co,. Then since dim,, M*/M= 2 and wkE+ ‘WV is in 
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good position it follows that Oi+‘wOE = 0, and WkE+ ‘wP,= P, so that w 
is nondegenerate of level - (k + 1). 
LEMMA 4.11. All representations of G, of the form ~(1, a) occur in 
gx(Gd. 
Proof First we note that since E/F is ramified all representations of the 
form ~(1, a) have the property that vE(a) is odd. Taking w=o-(~+~)u 
where u is a vector in good position the remainder of the argument is 
similar to the argument for Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.12. The representations n+(l) occurs in %?,(G,) while the 
representation II-( 1) does not occur. 
Proof Let u be a vector in W in good position and realize CO, in the 
self-dual attice model attached to B;‘(E). Then the function y, in Y trans- 
forms according to rr+ (1) under the action of G2. The argument hat it- (1) 
does not occur is similar to that used to prove the corresponding statement 
in Theorem 4.8. 
THEOREM 4.13. All irreducible admissible representations of G2 with the 
exception of xc-( 1) occur in W,(G,). The representations pair as follows: 
(i) n(n, a) pairs with n(&, ;1, a) tf there exists a w in W such that 
O,wl2(w) = 2a and r(det w) = 1, where t is the character of F” associated to 
E by local class field theory; otherwise, z(n, a) pairs with n(d, il’, a’) where 
there exists a u in d; (E) such that a’ = a” and Iz’ = 1” but ~1’ and a are not 
G,-conjugate. 
(ii) n+( 1) does not pair with a supercuspidal representation. 
(iii) Let 1 be the unique nontrivial character of E’ trivial on E: and set 
A = (_ I)[“+ 1)/2l(P- 1)/z (-I)/" (-l)'pz-U/8 . Then n-(n) pairs with 
a(&, sgn(z(6,)A)) where ~4 is the maximal order in AF( V,) attached to L, 
and n’(I) pairs with n(&‘, sgn(z(fi,)A)) where d’ is a maximal order in 
AP(VI) which is not G,-conjugate to d. 
Proof: To determine W,(G,) we need only show that if Iz is the non- 
trivial real valued character of E, then n: +(A) and 7~ - (A) occur. We will do 
this in our proof of (iii). 
(i) This is proved in a manner similar to the proof of (i) of 
Theorem 4.8 in the odd case. 
(ii) This is proved in a manner similar to the proof of (iv) of 
Theorem 4.8. 
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(iii) Realize wX in a lattice model with respect o M= Hom(L,, L2). 
Then using an argument similar to that for Theorem 3.3 (dim,(M*/M) = 2) 
one can check the pairing for II ~ (A.). To check the pairing for X’(A) the 
calculation is similar except one uses a lattice model for N= Hom(L;, O,), 
where L; is a lattice in V, such that (L;)* = P,L;. 
Remark 4.14. For a in F”, set x = $&a and define cr: F” + ( f 1 } by 
o(b) = 1 if b is a square and u(b) = - 1 otherwise. Then using Remark 2.4 
and Proposition 1.9, one can check that in the case t(a) = 1 the 
theta correspondence of the theorem remains unchanged except that 
for A the nontrivial real valued character of E’, ~(1) pairs with 
n(d, sgn(4a) $aF)A)) and n’(A) pairs with rr(&‘, sgn(a(a) r(OF)(A)), 
If z(a) = -1 the cases in (i) are reversed, K-(A) pairs with 
rr(&, sgn(a(a) r(uw,)A)) and ~‘(1) pairs with n(d’, sgn(o(u) r(u6,)A)). 
WI 
WI 
ICI 
CD1 
CC11 
CG21 
CGrl 
CHll 
WI 
CH31 
CH41 
WI 
CKMI 
WI 
CM21 
CM31 
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